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-------
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-------------------------               
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Basis for Intervening:
Submission Description: (doc-less) Out-of-Time Motion to Intervene Southwest Power 
Pool, Inc. under AD12-16-000.

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (“SPP”) moves for leave to intervene out-of-time in this 
docket. In support of the motion, SPP states as follows:

SPP is a Commission-approved Regional Transmission Organization (“RTO”).   It is an 
Arkansas non-profit corporation with its principle place of business in Little Rock,
Arkansas.  SPP has 69 Members, including 14 investor-owned utilities, 11 municipal 
systems, 13 generation and transmission cooperatives, 4 state authorities, 9 
independent power producers, 10 power marketers and 8 independent transmission 
companies. As an RTO, SPP is a transmission provider currently administering 
transmission service over portions of Arkansas, Kansas, Louisiana, Missouri, 
Nebraska, New Mexico, Oklahoma and Texas serving more than 6 million households in a
370,000 square-mile area.

On June 11, 2012, the Commission instigated the above-captioned proceeding and 
sought comments regarding whether existing rules on transfer capability act as 
barriers to the delivery of generation capacity between the markets administered by 
Midwest Independent Transmission System Operator, Inc. (“MISO”) and PJM 
Interconnection, L.L.C. (“PJM”), and to the extent that such barriers exist, whether
those rules should be modified to mitigate such barriers.  Multiple parties filed 
comments in response, including MISO, PJM, MISO and PJM stakeholders, public service
commissions and consumer advocacy groups. On January 3, 2013, MISO filed a Request 
for Expedited Issuance of Order (“Request for Order”) asking the Commission to issue
a directive requiring MISO and PJM to remove barriers to generation capacity 
deliverability between the two RTOs.   Many parties have filed comments in 
opposition to MISO’s request.  MISO’s Request for Order is still pending before the 
Commission. 

SPP engages a robust and time-honored stakeholder process to resolve transmission 
and reliability issues, with both SPP stakeholders and other RTOs.  Accordingly, a 
Commission order in this instant proceeding may directly impact SPP’s ability to 
resolve issues through the stakeholder process; and therefore, SPP has a direct and 
substantial interest in the outcome of this proceeding that cannot be adequately 
represented by any other entity. SPP’s current request for intervention is being 
filed out-of-time because SPP only recently became aware that MISO’s Request for 
Order seeks a remedy which may potentially impact SPP’s facilitation of its 
Commission-supported stakeholder process. Once SPP became aware of this proceeding’s
potential impact on the stakeholder process, SPP promptly prepared and filed this 
intervention.  
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In accordance with the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure, SPP agrees to 
take the record as it currently exists, so that its participation will not disrupt 
the current proceeding.   Moreover, SPP’s clear interest in this proceeding and the 
absence of any unjust prejudice or undue delay demonstrate that good cause exists to
grant SPP’s late intervention in this proceeding.   The Commission, therefore, 
should grant SPP’s motion for leave to intervene out-of-time and that SPP be 
afforded all the rights of a party to this proceeding.
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